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Includes everything 
you need to 

create 6 unique 
paint pour projects.  

Set up
• Open the box and place it in the center of your plastic  
 covered table, this will be your painting station.  
• Set the rest of your supplies nearby.

 

Pour Paint – Specially formulated paint flows to make fun 
patterns and colors. 
Small painting board –For starting out & smaller works of art
Large painting board –For larger works of art or more 
advanced techniques. 
Cups –Base cups to support your painting board & for 
pouring.

Straws –Blow the paint to create interesting patterns. 
Pipette – Create your own patterns using drops of paint 
Wooden sticks – Stir and move the paint around
Stars, Glitter and Stickers –Accent your paint pour 
masterpieces.
Gloves & Craft Apron – Help keep paint off skin & clothes

Rainbow – Advanced
For this technique you will need a paper towel and a large painting board     

Galaxy – Advanced

A. Select the paint colors you want to 
use. Place a small amount of each color 
into individual cups.
B. Place your painting board on an 
empty cup. 

Begin pouring one color in the middle of  
the painting board, start pouring a spiral 
pattern outward. The spiral pattern 
does not need to be perfect!

Continue the spiral pattern with the 
other colors.

Blend the colors together by tilting the painting board,    
spreading with the paint stick, or using the straw!

For best results, cut your paper 
towel so it’s the same width as 
your painting board    .  
You will need to work on a 
flat surface. 

Pour thin stripes of color across your 
painting board as shown.  

Place the end of the paper towel at the 
top of your painting board. The edge of 
the towel must be touching the paint. 

Gently drag and pull the towel down 
the painting board. 
As you do this, the towel will drag 
through each color creating interesting 
patterns. 
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board    

Glitter Stars
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Before you Begin
Adult supervision is recommended! 
•  This kit uses acrylic paint which is permanent when dry.  
•  Wear old clothes and cover your work surface with plastic. 
•  Be sure to use the gloves and crafting apron provided. 
•  Clean up any paint while it is still wet. 
•  We recommend working near a sink, with water and       
 paper towels nearby.
• Straws are intended for craft purposes only.

We can’t wait 
to see your paint 

pour projects!  
With adult permission and assistance 

Share your paintings on:

Faber-Castell USA facebook

Use # FCPaintPour

Need Help?
Call: 800-311-8684  

E-mail: consumer@fabercastell.com
Chat or view FAQS & INFO online: supportrr.fabercastell.com



Puddle Pour – Beginner 

Flip Cup – Advanced  

A. Squeeze pipette top B. Lower pipette into
paint cup keeping
the top squeezed

C. Release the pipette top
to gather paint.

The entire pipette will not be 
completely filled with paint 

Place your painting board on an empty cup.
For Larger boards, use four cups. 

Place your painting board on an 
empty cup.
For Larger boards, use four cups. 

Squeeze the paint onto your 
painting board.

Move the paint around by tilting the painting 
board or blowing with your straw.

Use a painting stick and a small 
amount of white paint to cover 
your painting board. 

Select the paint colors you want to 
use. Place a small amount of each 
color into individual cups.   

Working with one color at a time, 
pour the paint onto your painting 
board creating a puddle. 

Gently tilt the painting board to spread 
the paint as needed.
Remove from cup and lay flat until 
completely dry. 

A. Decide on a color combination for your painting. Lay the painting board on top of 
the paint-filled cup.

Keep holidng the cup in place as you set 
it inside your work station onto a base 
cup.

Count to 30 then lift the cup off. This allows 
the paint to flow out of your cup & onto the 
painting board.

Slowly tilt the painting board to move the 
paint around, or move it using your stick, 
or straw.

Drip Drop – Beginner 
You will need your pipette for this technique 

B. Pour small amounts of paint into your cup,
alternating colors, so the paint is swirled in the cup.

Add stars or glitter to your painting board while 
the paint is still wet.
Move your finished paintings to flat, plastic covered 
work surface, this prevents sticking. Drying times 
may vary.
When your painting boards are fully dry, gently 
bend as needed to flatten them out.
To add stickers, the paint must be completely dry.  
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Continue layering each color by 
pouring into the center of the 
same puddle.  
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Working over a sink, tighten the caps and shake 
the paint bottles away from your face. 

For each painting, you will allow the excess paint 
to pour off, be sure to work inside the box.  

When pouring use empty cups to elevate your 
painting boards, this will allow the extra paint to 
drip off.  

Small painting board    Large painting board    

Fill 1/2 full with paint Just below
rim of cup

Firmly hold both painting board 
and cup together, flip over. 
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You can use the 
paint as-is or 
follow this mixing 
guide to create 
new colors. 
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Did you know? 
Adding white to 
another color, 

lightens it,
creating a tint

Color mixing guide

Magenta

Blue

Yellow

Yellow

Orange
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Green

secondary color secondary color

After you finish each techniqueBefore you start 

Refill pipette & alternate colors, 
rinse pipette between colors.
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